Our Animal DNA:
Comparing genes across the Tree of Life
Practical 1: find a protein sequence and run BLAST
Step 1: Find the gene
We’re going to find the protein sequence of the human gene KRT71. To find it, we’re going
to go to ensembl.org.

Search

Type the gene name KRT71 into the search box and hit Go.
Human KRT71 should be your first search result.

Click on the top result to go the gene page, which looks like this:
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You can find out lots of information about the gene by clicking on some of the links on the
left of the page, including its sequence, its orthologues, genetic variation between
individuals, where the protein is found and processes the protein is involved in.
Step 2: Export the sequence
We want to export the protein sequence. Click on the blue button Export data (see above
image).
The protein sequence is also known as the peptide sequence. Select peptide sequence
on the page. You will also need to deselect any other selected options, including the
Genomic sequence, where you need to select “None” from the drop-down. Then click
Next>.
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You can export in different formats, we’ll go for Text.

This sequence is in a format called FASTA. FASTA is the standard way of writing
sequences for both proteins and DNA. It consists of a header line at the top, which is
indicated by a > sign at the beginning of the line and contains information about what the
sequence is, and lines of sequence of fixed length (usually 60 bases or amino acids)
underneath. This is what the sequence should look like:
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If you have something different, such as extra sequence beyond these 10 lines, go back to
the export menu and make sure you’ve deselected some of the extra options, especially
the Genomic option.
We can use this sequence in BLAST.
Step 3: Open BLAST
We’re going to use this human gene again for Step 9, so keep this tab open.
Open a new tab in your browser and go to rapid.ensembl.org. We’re going to use this
sequence to find the KRT71 gene in Darwin Tree of Life species.

BLAST

Click on BLAST to open it. This is what the interface looks like:
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Step 4: add the sequence
Copy and paste the sequence we found of human KRT71 into the box. This should include
the header line (starts with >) and all the lines of protein one-letter codes.

The tool has automatically detected that the sequence is a protein sequence.

Step 5: Choose species to search against
Click on Add/remove species to choose some species.
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There is a finch species selected by default. You will need to remove this by clicking on the
cross next to the species on the right.
Find species by typing in their name. We’re going to add Sea otter first. Its latin name is
Enhydra lutris kenyoni, so type that into the search box.

Click on the species to add it to your list of species to search. Now find Black swan
(Cygnus atratus) and Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) in the same way. We now have a
mammal, a bird and a fish to compare to.
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Click on Apply to select these species.

These species now appear in the BLAST interface.

Step 6: choose the database to search
Select Protein database to compare the human protein sequence to proteins from these
species.

Step 7: Run BLAST
This is what your input form should look like now:
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Click on the green Run button at the bottom to run BLAST.

As the job is running, you can see it in a table.
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Step 8: view results

Choose the otter job first, indicated by the pawprint (mammal) icon. The bird and fish icons
represent the black swan and Atlantic cod jobs respectively. Click on View results.
This will show you the results for this query. You will see a table listing all the otter proteins
that match to the human protein. There’s a picture of this on the next page.
There are lots of lines to this table. Each line represents one protein in sea otter which has
some sequence similarity to the human protein sequence we used as input. We call each
one a hit.
The table tells us what that sea otter protein is and where it is found in the sea otter
genome. Anything in blue is a link. Feel free to click on the links to see the gene, protein,
genomic region and sequence of the hits before you go back to explore the page more. If
you click back into BLAST from any page, you’ll get to your job table again.
The table tells us where in the human protein the similarity starts and ends (subject start
and end) and where in the otter protein (query start and end).
The most important information is in the E-value and %ID (percentage identity) columns.
The %ID is how much of the otter protein is the same as the human protein. You’ll see that
the top hit in the table is ENSELKP00000012757. It is 92.93% identical to the human
protein.
The e-value is a probability that the match is due to chance. This is calculated from the
BLAST score, which adds value for matches and introduces penalties for gaps and
mismatches. This is then combined with the full length and identity to determine how likely
it is that this level of similarity could happen by chance. The smaller the number for the evalue, the better the hit. For the first six hits, the value is zero, but for the seventh it is 2e177, which means the probability that this is due to chance is two times E (a mathematical
constant around 2.718) to the power of -177, an infinitesimally small number. In practice,
you need to consider this number that E is to the power of: the higher the number after the
minus, the smaller the e-value and the better the hit.
The top hit is most likely to be the orthologue of the human gene. Other hits may be similar
genes in the otter genome, perhaps paralogues. Paralogues are when a gene is copied in
a genome, then the two versions of the gene change over time in the same species, so
they can have similar but distinct functions.
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Take a look at black swan and Atlantic cod. Use the navigation on the left to go to the
other jobs. Use the information you find to fill in the table below.
Species

Top hit identifier

% identity

E-value

Sea Otter

ENSELKP00000012757

92.93

0.0

Black Swan

ENSACYP00000008445

62.9

4e-170

Atlantic cod

ENSGMOP00000026268

58.31

9e-142

Questions:
Based on what you’ve done in the practical so far, consider:
1. Why do you think the proteins in sea otter, black swan and Atlantic cod have long
codes instead of names?

2. The human protein is more similar to the sea otter protein than it is to the black
swan and the Atlantic cod proteins. Why is this?

We’ll go back to this BLAST job again in Practical 2, so leave this tab open.

Step 9: Learn about the human protein
Let’s go back to the human protein to find its function. Go back to the human gene page
you left open in another tab. If you lost this, go back to page one for instructions on how to
find it again.
The description at the top of the page gives the full name of the gene: keratin 71. Have
you heard of keratin before? Do you know where in the body you would find it?

The menu on the left-hand side of the page lists different things we can look at for the
gene. There are lots of things listed, but we’re going to explore GO terms and Phenotypes.
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Click on Phenotypes to see the effect of altering this gene. Phenotypes are observable
differences between individuals. This is what the page will look like:
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There are two phenotypes linked to the gene itself: Woolly hair and Hypotrichosis 13. Can
you click around to find out what Hypotrichosis 13 means? What do these phenotypes
suggest about what the gene does? Note that some websites may ask for a donation, you
can just dismiss this banner.
Go to GO: Biological process in the menu on the left. This will open a table listing the
functions the protein has, like the one below:

We can see that the gene is linked to hair development.

Questions:
Based on what you’ve learned about the human protein:
3. Knowing KRT71’s involvement in hair follicles, now why do you think the fish and
bird genes are so different?

4. Orthologues are genes that started out the same and diverged over time between
species. Would you class these genes as orthologues?

